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Dated: 09/07/2015

To All Affiliates/State Units/Members
Dear Comrades,
HOLDING THE FLAG HIGH
DBOO- SYMBOL OF DEDICATION AND DEVOTION
27th

“The only effective answer to organized greed is organized labour”.

Day of indefinite strike and 9th day of indefinite hunger strike ! On the one hand struggle for
guarding the basic edifice of Trade Union Movement by DBOO comrades is worth admiring and
emulating, on the other hand the apathy of the Dhanlaxmi Bank Management is simply despicable.
It is quite unfortunate that the Management’s callousness is to such an extent that they refuse to
understand the spirit behind the cadres’ preparedness even for the supreme sacrifice of their lives.

Yesterday, Com. R. Sandhya and Com. Emil Joy were also removed on the instruction of District
Medical Officer by the police on the sixth day of their indefinite fasting. Immediately, the baton was
taken over by two other young lady comrades--Com. Anjali Kartha and Com. Archa Rani. Witnessing
such deep involvement, dedication and spirit of sacrificing self interest to such steep level is
something that has taken the standards of trade union fight to new heights !
The Samara Pandal has been receiving ever swelling enthusiastic supporters from various sections
of life. BEFI, one of the constituents of UFBU has also organized Dharna in all District head quarters
in front of DLB main branches today. We convey our deepest gratitude to BEFI (K) State Unit and
the national body for voluntarily extending their active support, which will be appropriately
reciprocated. Our Unity Long Live !
The ever increasing support is indeed a moral victory to the fighting cadres and lesson to the
Management. It is high time, the Dhanlaxmi Bank Management understands that more they try to
suppress the movement, the stronger the agitation would emerge. The spirit of striking comrades of
DBOO has become leading light showing alternate path to the Trade Union Movement. DBOO,
despite its small size has emerged as iconic symbol of strength !
With revolutionary greetings,
Comradely yours,

(HARVINDER SINGH)
GENERAL SECRETARY
OUR UNITY… LONG LIVE!

DBOO…. LONG LIVE !!

AIBOC… LONG LIVE!!!

